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About LiveJournal

LiveJournal is a simple-to-use (but 
extremely powerful and customizable) 
personal publishing ("blogging") tool, built 
on open source software.

Joining the site is free. Users can choose to 
upgrade their accounts for extra features.

Want to learn more?

Please read our feature overview. 
Convinced? Create your own LiveJournal!

Latest News

The latest site news:

New feature: Tags 
2005-06-15 
 
After a bit of a bumpy ride, we have released full Tags 
support for LiveJournal! 
 
LiveJournal now lets you add tags to your entries when 
you post. Tags let you organize your entries into 
categories so that you and your friends can quickly find 
related entries in your journal. For example, you could tag 
all of your entries about your pet cat Gabe with "gabe" 
and "pets", then anybody who goes to your journal can 
read all of your entries about your fluffy ball of terror. 
 
The tags system is fully integrated into S2, in both the 
public system styles and in custom styles. You don't have 
to do anything! Of course, style authors are welcome to 
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customize how the tags are presented. (Please stay tuned 
to s2howto for more information!) 
 
We've worked hard to bring you this new feature and hope 
that you enjoy using it as much as we've enjoyed making 
it! For now, here are some useful links: 

●     Read more about tags
●     Post an entry with some tags
●     Manage your tags once you've got some!

Finally, if you're one of the users that found their style 
reset to Generator -- we're very sorry! The problem has 
since been resolved, and your journal should have 
returned to normal. If it hasn't, please visit the Customize 
My Journal page and set your style back to what you were 
using. That should set you back to the old style complete 
with all your old customizations. 
 
This release lays the foundation for some really fun tag 
related feature possibilities in the future, but those will 
only be as good as the tags you put on your entries. 
 
So, tag! ... you're it!
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